
I received a letter TELLING ME I was to be upgraded from my CASH account into a CLASSIC Account -- and this 
without my knowledge, input, request, or without even ASKING. (Even when raising credit amounts, Credit Card 
companies ASK if you want the upgrade and OFFER you the CHOICE!) 

This has made me Panic and be Quite upset. I don't want it to change, I haven't discussed WANTING a change, 
haven't applied for an upgrade... therefore, I am quite frustratedly at a loss as to why you have deemed it necessary 
to FORCE it upon me, unless I PHONE YOU FIRST...??

I do NOT want any upgrade - I'm quite happy how I am, thank you very much!... And that's even almost beside the 
point -- because I Should have been ASKED if I wanted it first, before going ahead and just DOING IT!... AND 
then telling me that I have a Deadline to STOP IT (feels more like a ticking threat, when put like that)...

It should be The Other Way Around, and I'm bewildered to the point of frustration that THIS is the way you go 
about these things!

Another Point... is that I am Autistic, and at its heart that basically means I REALLY do NOT like or want to 
SPEAK to people (these online forms are bad enough) -- communications to strangers are something  I avoid at all 
costs if necessary!

The point of this, is that I do Not Want To Be Beholden to your policy that it is MY Responsibility to STOP You 
meddling with MY Account, otherwise, you'll just go ahead and do it anyway! I do not want to  be FORCED into 
contacting you (by PHONE no less!) to prevent you from doing anything to MY account, without at least ASKING 
me first -- And yet -- you're doing this anyway!

The other side of that is that if I am Too Scared or Too Overwhelmed to call (and 98% of the time, I AM ALWAYS 
too scared/ overwhelmed to call!) then I end up (Forced!) with something I didn't want. All because no one thought 
to actually ASK FIRST.

There's not even an ONLINE CHAT option on this website -- the only NON-phone first-contact is this form! And 
it's damned hard to find!!

And even then, with this Online Form... I See It's A FORCED Option to be CALLED back, regardless! There is No 
Escaping these awful phone calls by default!

Do you not notice there is NO way of people like me (terrified of SPEAKING to other people, or of Talking on 
Phones) to contact you with immediacy to discuss something that DOESN'T involve the phone?! -- It's all "Please 
Do Not Hesitate to CALL us" (or we'll call you back). Or WORSE... Going to the Actual Branch -- with Actual 
People in it (COVID or not, bye-the-bye)... I can do Neither; not without causing great harm to myself 
psychologically.

For instance, Aqua Credit Cards offer a Yes / No Optioning via their app to accept or decline a Credit Upgrade. 
Easy. SIMPLE. Non-confronting, with no panic attacks required. On click: Job. Done.

With this bank account, I had an Immediate panic attack (nearly a Meltdown, it's so stressful!) when I saw my letter, 
stating a deadline of INEVITABLE Upgrade, unless I CALLED (or went to a branch - -which I also cannot do, 
COVID or not). Unfair!

Instead, my panic attack ends up in a COMPLAINT form -- Complaining about the fact I have no other way of 
contacting you via online communication in writing! (ironically).

At the end of the day, I shouldn't HAVE to have a panic attack and a near meltdown because your communication 
setup does NOT take into account people with Disabilities that don't involve physical attributes (wheelchair reliant, 
deaf, blind, etc). Some involve Psycho/ Social Disabilities or Difficulties, or Learning Disabilities - a condition 
which isn't just Academic in nature, either). General Anxiety Disorder, Depression, Social Phobia, Agoraphobia, 
Autism/Asperger's... to name a bare-minimum. There are also other physical Conditions that means talking on the 
phone isn't an option - for instance, no one would immediately realise that my Fibromyalgia not only means I cannot 
hold a phone, and ear pieces hurt. Speakerphone is not an option after that, because my Autism finds it way too 
overwhelming! I can't win.



One of those Aqua-style one-click things would've sailed past me; I'd have given my decision in a few seconds, and 
it all would have been OVER WITH. At least those who would have found the decision difficult or stressful, would 
have had ONE LESS MAJOR STRESSOR Removed from the Equation!

At the very least... Online chat (like SO many companies have now, it's expected!) would take some edge off 
speaking with someone "directly". At least think about offering us this, in some format or other!

*********

SECTION 2:
Tell us what you would like us to do to resolve your complaint
***
NOTE: PLEASE DON'T PHONE ME!? I'd rather email, please?
Firstly, please just Revoke my CLASSIC Account and allow me to CONTINUE to use my CASH account. I have 
no interest in outdated scribble paper (I can't believe there are still chequebooks!), or in any Overdraft Service 
(which have caused me NOTHING but trouble in the past!). CASH accounts are simple, easy, with no extra 
anything that I need to worry about.

Secondly, PLEASE Review Your Communications Options with people with other disabilities that don't include the 
obvious (wheelchairs/ frames, deaf and blindness). Hidden Disabilities are just as difficult to live with -- or more, 
because no one sees them or thinks of them (the fact I am a FT Wheelchair user is FAR less stressful or difficult 
than being Autistic most times!)

*********

SECTION 3:
Additional support requirements:
Please use the box below to tell us if you require additional support (e.g. someone helps manage your affairs), or 
have a physical or mental health condition. Also if you need us to communicate with you in a different format (e.g. 
large print), let us know here. Please note, by completing this section you consent to us recording all details you 
share, which might include sensitive information such as your health. This will only be used in relation to your 
complaint.
***
I am Autistic. I find it difficult, near impossible, to speak to people via phone. I prefer to communicate via writing, 
even when face-to-face with others. My Verbal Communication abilities are quite lacking, especially if stressed.
I also have severe social phobia and agoraphobia, and I find it EXTREMELY difficult to go outside or be around 
people (familiar or strangers).
I have Depression & Autistic Burnout (similar to constant nervous breakdowns)
I have EXTREME Anxiety, and panic and/or Meltdown easily and quickly when faced with anything I feel is 
distressing or frightening (which is a lot of things!)
I am a FT Wheelchair User (wheelchair-bound)
I have Severe Fibromyalgia - immense, unrelenting, widespread physical Agonising Pain, everywhere, 24/7.


